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Magneto-Compound Reaction of Convective Flow
via a Porous Inclined Plate with Heat Energy

Absorption
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Abstract The current study is concerned with the unsteady heat and mass
transfer of MHD free convection flow via a porous inclined plate that ac-
celerates exponentially with temperature and concentration. Heat emission,
source/sink, radiation absorption, and reaction are taken into account in the
energy and species equations. The innovative part of the work is the analysis
of the flow phenomenon with a heat source or sink and radiation absorption
along the chemical reaction. The governing PDEs are reduced into ODEs via
the non-dimensional variables and afterward solved analytically utilizing the
perturbation strategy. Graphical representations of liquid temperature, speed,
and concentration as well as the Sherwood & Nusselt quantities and the skin
friction factor are displayed in tabular form for different combinations of ap-
propriate stream quantities. The analysis of a resistance quantum grows with
the size of the magnetic, whereas the rates of mass and heat transfer decline
with increasing radiation, reaction, and Schmidt number. Thermal-velocity
and concentration-velocity profiles interact reciprocally with the accelerating
radiation, heat source, and compound reaction. The growth of speed and ther-
mal profiles is clearly visible due to the absorption and Prandtl values. The
present results are in strongly consistent with the earlier published results.
There are numerous applications for this research in many sectors and mate-
rial processing for understanding drag in seepage flows on heated/cooled and
inclined surfaces.

Keywords Convection Flow, MHD, porous medium, chemical reaction, in-
clined plate, radiation
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1. Introduction

One of the most intriguing research topics over the past 200 years has been on the
phenomenon of convection flows in porous media. This fascination is a result of
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its wide range of uses, which include electronic cooling, geothermal and building
filtration systems, metallurgy, oceanography, chemical industries, etc. Husain et
al. [1] and Siddartha et al. [2] reviewed the various applications (e.g. the design
of atomic reactor, ventilation in building, aircraft cabin protection, electronic gear
cooling, warming control, etc.) on the warm execution of natural convective flow
through vertical annulus. A report on natural convective flow via an inclined plate
was published by Roy et al. [3]. Abderrahmane et al. [4] scrutinized the convective
flow of nanofluid due to a porous tending annulus by using a finite element tech-
nique. Convective flow of nanofluid via porous inclined wavy cavity was published
by Ahmed [5], who concluded that it is more compelling for the rate of heat trans-
mission compared to the restricting case. Khan et al. [6] examined the convective
elements of pressing steam due to slanted rheology by using a homotopic system
and found that the Ohmic warming and dissipation are utilized to upgrade the
heat move. The convection flow towards an inclined channel plate was inspected
by Kumar and Chandran [7]. Yang et al. [8] demonstrated the Laplace and Fourier
sine transforms for convective steam of bio-nanofluid and found that the nanofluid
speed diminished with upgrading of the second-grade liquid boundary.

The research in MHD steam of electrically conductive liquid is really of incred-
ible importance because the magnetic field impacts on the boundary layer stream
regulation control along with the adequacy of various frameworks utilizing electri-
cally conductive fluids and their application in many engineering problems. For
example, industrial machinery like pumps, bearings, generators of MHD, boundary
control, etc., are impacted by the interaction of an electrically conducting fluid. Za-
far et al. [9] projected the convective stream on an inclined plate through a magnetic
field. They predicted that the magnetic field strength would be controlled by the
fluid motion and also the magnetic field inclination point. The unsteady 2D convec-
tive flow of magnetic nanofluid was examined by Geridomez and Oztop [10]. They
concluded that convective hotness increases with one-sided radiator length, volume
fraction, and Rayleigh number, but decreases with an increase in Lorentz power. Ali
et al. [11] demonstrated the magneto convective nanofluid flow in a rotating system
filled with cavities by FEM and noticed that the magnetic field strength constricts
the smooth movement and heat transfer rate extensively. Roy [12] obtained the
solutions for the convective flow of a hybrid nanofluid via rectangular enclosure by
FDM. He found that the steam function is reciprocal with the magnetic field and
Rayleigh number, but the streamlines are in symmetry when the magnetic field an-
gle is zero and π/2. Researchers [13]- [22] have been examining the various features
of the convective flow of Williamson nanofluid together with a magnetic field.

Thermal radiation is used in many areas, such as agriculture (i.e., to improve
food production and packaging), archaeology, space exploration, law enforcement,
geology, etc. For example, by removing toxic pollutants (i.e., exacting gases from
industry and coal-terminated power stations), electron beam radiation can remove
dangerous NO2 and SO2 from our environment. In addition, the large number of
textures cases our attire to have been lighted (i.e., treated by energy) prior to being
presented to a dirt delivering or wrinkle-safe, compound and tissue therapy makes
the chemicals bind to the fabric so that it keeps our fresh clothing and wrinkle-
free all day. The authors [23], [24] published the heat charge impact on magneto-
radiative nano & hybrid nanofluids via a porous elastic sheet. The study is used in
medical fields (i.e. drug delivery, cancer therapy, etc.), magnetic power production
processes, etc. Radiative Sakiadis flow via a tending plate was examined by Abbas
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et al. [25]. They determined that the behaviour of temperature is reciprocal to
velocity with the magnetic field, density variation, and heat emission. Roy et al. [26]
published the EHD (i.e., electrohydrodynamics) convective flow due to a circular
cylinder in radiation and they directed the heat transfer at the cylinder (i.e. inner
& outer). This affirms that radiation is the prevailing way of heat up convey. Rani
et al. [27] implemented the Laplace transform technique on the convective stream
caused by a permeable inclined plate due to radiative viscous fluid and magnetic
field. The radiative Oldroyd-B nanofluid flow in an axisymmetric rotating disk was
demonstrated by Khan et al. [28] and Hafeez et al. [29]. Their investigation revealed
that the presence of radiative heat flux effectively improves the thermal profile.

The chemical response is a reversible or irreversible interaction in which two
distinct kinds of synthetic constituents respond to frame a solitary item within the
sight of a protein or impetus. There has been a heightened interest in the ad-
vancement of synthetic cycles, prompting energy reserve funds or improving their
proficiency. Also, the synthetic response plays a crucial role in handling modest un-
refined substances into high-value items in the compound handling ventures. Hence,
this peculiarity plays a critical part in the substantial business, power, and cooling
industries for drying, vanishing, energy moving in the stream in a desert cooler,
etc. Swain [30] imposed the Crank-Nicolson scheme for the MHD convective flow
of viscous fluid via a porous vertical plate with chemical reaction. The important
research results show that the reaction parameter decreases velocity while the heat
source increases it. The industries and systems utilized to process materials were
the main focus of this investigation. The effects of chemical reactions on Cattaneo-
Christove flow of Oldroyd-B nanofluid flow were studied by Hafeez and Khan [31]
and Hafeez et al. [32, 33]. The chemical response and Hall impacts on magnetic
transient/micropolar fluid flow were examined by Raju et al. [34], Sing et al. [35],
Satya Narayana et al. [36, 37] and Das [38]. This study is used in research fields
like biomedical, aerodynamics, geothermal systems, heat exchangers, ground water
pollution, etc. Qiang et al. [39] obtained analytical solutions for 2D convective flow
of an inclined magnetic field between two unbounded vertical plates with chemi-
cal reaction. Chemically reacting MHD convective flow due to an inclined surface
was explored by Ahmad et al. [40] and they found that the fluid flow velocity was
enlarged by thermal thickness and conductivity. Heat transfer analysis of scutter
by liquid through chemical reaction impacts was theoretically exposed by Imran et
al. [41].

It is noticed that there is an extensive hotness distinction between the liquid and
the surface layer of the solid body in numerous liquid problems of practical interest.
In the current investigation, we have considered the unsteady 2D hydromagnetic
natural convection stream in a rapidly inclined hastened under the influence of heat
emission, generation, absorption and chemical reaction. The governing PDEs are
reduced into ODEs via the non-dimensional variables and then solved analytically
using the perturbation procedure. Graphical representations of numerical values
of liquid concentration, speed, hotness profiles among the friction factor, heat and
mass transmission rates are displayed in the tabular form for dissimilar pertinent
stream quantities.
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2. Problem formulation

Consider a 2D unsteady convective flow of magnetohydrodynamically thick, incom-
pressible, and radiation absorption liquid caused by a porous, dramatically accel-
erated, and slanted endless plate. Fig.1 represents the physical model and the axes
x′, y′ are correspondingly engaged through and normal to the plate. The magnetic
field strength B0 is applied to the path at right angles to the plate. γ is the angle to
which the plate is inclined in the vertical direction. The magnetic Reynolds steam
is extremely small. As a result we can neglect the induced magnetic field. First, we
assume T ′

∞ temperature and C ′
∞ concentrations which are the same for the plate

and the surrounding fluid. In the plane where the plate is placed, we exponentially
accelerate the plate at t′ with a speed of u′ = u0e

a′t′ . The concentration and
hotness stage are increased or decreased linearly with respect to time t.

Figure 1. Physical model and flow geometry

The steam administering conditions (see Ref. [27] & [42]) can be composed as
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The fluid, assumed as grey, discharging/retaining radiation, however, is a non-
dispersing medium, and hence the gradient expression for the instance of an optically
thin grey gas (see Ref. [43, 44]) is given by

4a∗σ(T
′4
∞ − T

′4) +
∂qr
∂y

= 0. (2.5)

We can express T
′4 as a direct capacity of temperature since the temperature

difference within the stream is sufficiently minimal. To do this, we expand T
′4 in a

Taylor series about T
′

∞ and, ignoring the higher order terms, we obtain

T
′4 ∼= 4T

′3
∞T ′ − 3T

′4
∞. (2.6)

Using equations (2.5) and (2.6). we have
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The following non-dimensional quantities are introduced (see Ref. [27]).
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With the help of equation (2.8), the equations (2.1)–(2.3) & (2.4) will rise to
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The dimensionless form of initial and BCs is

C = T = U = 0, : y, t ≤ 0,

C = T = t, U = exp(at) = 0 : y = 0, t > 0,

C, T, U → 0, u → 0 : y → ∞, t > 0.

(2.12)
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3. Solution to the problem

Equations (2.9)–(2.11) are coupled and non-linear PDEs that cannot be solved in
any closed form using the primary and margin conditions (2.12). In any case,
these conditions can be changed into a group of ODEs, which can be addressed
methodically by utilizing the perturbation scheme. To accomplish this, we address
the concentration, temperature, and speed of the liquid in the region of the plate
as

U = εU1(y)e
at + U0(y),

T = εT1(y)e
at + T0(y),

C = εC1(y)e
at + C0(y).

(3.1)

Replacing of condition (3.1) in equations (2.9–(2.11) and comparing the terms
of harmonic and non–harmonic will ascend to

U ′′
0 − β4U0 = −GrT0cosγ −GcC0cosγ, (3.2)

U ′′
1 − β4U1 = −GrT1cosγ −GcC1cosγ, (3.3)

T
′′

0 − (R+QPr)T0 = −QPrC0, (3.4)

T
′′

1 − β2T1 = −QlPrC1, (3.5)

C
′′

0 − ScKrC0 = 0, (3.6)

C
′′

1 − βC1 = 0. (3.7)

As a result, the border situations can be composed as follows

At y = 0 : C0 = T0 = 1, U0 = 0,

& C1 = T1 = 0, U1 = 1,

As y → ∞ : C0 = T0 = U0 → 0 and C1 = T1 = U1 → 0.

(3.8)

Solving equations (3.2) to (3.7), along with border line situations (3.8), we obtain
the following solutions:

C0 = em1y, (3.9)

C1 = 0, (3.10)

T0 = A1e
m1y +A2e

m2y, (3.11)

T1 = 0, (3.12)

U0 = L1e
m2y + L2e

m1y + L3e
m3y, (3.13)

U1 = 0. (3.14)

In view of equations (3.9) to (3.14), equation (3.1) becomes
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U = L1e
m2y + L2e

m1y + L3e
m3y, (3.15)

T = A1e
m1y +A2e

m2y, (3.16)

C = em1y. (3.17)

4. Physical engineering interest

The skin-friction factor and the mass and heat transform rates are given by

Cf =

(
∂U

∂y

)
y=0

= m2L1 +m1L2 +m3L3, (4.1)

Nu =

(
∂T

∂y

)
y=0

= A1m1 +A2m2, (4.2)

Sh =

(
∂C

∂y

)
y=0

= m1. (4.3)

5. Results and discussions

The solution to altered ODEs with correlated boundary conditions was acquired
with the aid of the perturbation technique. The impact of some existing objec-
tive quantities Gr,Gc,K,Kr,M,Pr,R,Q,Ql and Sc on liquid speed, hotness and
concentration is elucidated in Figs.2-12 and Tables 1– 3. In order to validate the
exactness of our outcomes, Table 1 compares the present findings with the earlier
published results of Rani et al. [27] and finds that the current results are in strong
agreement with the earlier findings. From the study of Table 1 with the values of
Gr = 10, Gc = 5,K = 0.5,Kr = 0.2, t = 0.4, P r = 0.71, R = 1.0, Sc = 0.6, γ =
π/6, a = 0.5, Q = 2.0 and Ql = 0, it is concluded that, the shear stress(Cf ) up-
grades with the strong support of magnetic field. According to Tables 2 & 3, the
mass transfer (Sh) and the heat transfer rate (Nu) rates both decline as the pa-
rameters R and Kr rise.

Fig. 2 plots the impact of Grashof and modified Grashof numbers on the liquid
speed. It is seen that, on the expanding upsides of Gr & Gc, the increment of speed
quickly approaches to the permeable plate and afterward rots flawlessly to the free
steam speed. In addition, there is an ascent in the speed because of the enhance-
ment of buoyancy force. This truly implies that, the buoyancy forces improve liquid
speed and intensify the limit layer thickness with expansion of Grashof number and
modified Grashof numbers.

Fig.3 outlines the variety of speed profiles across the limit layer for different
levels of permeability and magnetic field parameters. In this figure, it is noticed
that, an expansion of M leads to a decline in the fluid speed while the liquid speed
increases with an expanding value of K. In this way, an electrically directed liquid
rising to a Lorentz force has tended to slow down the fluid motion and both the
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magnetic field produced the particle and its velocity are vertical direction to the
Lorentz force. Furthermore, the permeability controls the movement of directional
and the repository liquid flow rate in the formation.

Figs.4(a) and (b) show how the chemical reaction quantity affects liquid concen-
tration and speed. The liquid velocity heightens in the higher reaction rate, though
the contrary is marked in the concentration. Physically, the higher the chemical
reaction, the lower the atomic diffusivity and the greater the species transfer ac-
quired. In this manner, the concentration diminishes at all points of the steam field
through an increase of Kr , and hence the rates of dispersion can be massively
adjusted by the compound reaction.

Fig.5 is plotted for various upsides of the Prandtl number against the liquid
hotness and speed. The speed U and hotness T show an expanding nature via an
increase in Pr . The higher Prandtl number shows the lower thermal diffusivity
and various types of liquids contain the lower warm diffusivity, which addresses
the decrement in temperature. In addition, the thickness of the limit layer lies on
boundary layer thickness depending on the Prandtl amount (i.e., Pr > 1 orPr = 1
or Pr < 1 ) and if Pr = 1, it implies that the thickness of the warm limit layer is
equivalent to that of the speed limit layer. The reason is that heat is able to diffuse
away from the heated plate more quickly for higher values of Pr because smaller
values of Pr are comparable to an increase in the thermal conductivity.

Figure 2. Gr & Gc impact on U .

The impact of variations in radiation quantity on the liquid hotness and speed
distributions is illustrated in Fig.6. It is seen that when R accelerates, the fluid
speed reduces. In addition, the extent of the stream wise speed diminishes and the
emphasis point for the speed creates some distance from the plate. It is elevated in
the radiation that conveys more hotness to the liquid, which prompts a frivolity in
the liquid hotness. Thus, the emission is utilized where the higher heat distraction
is essential, for instance, atomic reactors, polymers, glass, etc. Additionally, it
has been observed that the boundary layer always gets thicker in the presence of
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Figure 3. M & K impact on U .

Table 1. Cf Comparability

M Rani et al. [27] Present Study

0.0 0.9254 0.6909

1.0 1.2387 0.7814

5.0 2.3617 0.8763

Table 2. Cf Comparability

R Pr Q Ql Kr Sc t Nu

0.5 0.71 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.2869

1.0 0.71 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.2433

1.5 0.71 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.2166

2.0 0.71 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.2 01977

Table 3. Sh Variations

Kr Sc t Sh

0.2 0.6 0.4 1.2688

0.2 1.0 0.4 0.5674

0.5 0.6 0.4 0.8228

1.0 0.6 0.4 0.5750

radiation, which may be justified given that radiation offers an extra pathway for
energy diffusion.

Fig.7 is plotted for different principles of heat source limitation (Q) against the
hotness and speed. It is clear that the speed raises and the temperature diminishes
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Kr impact on (a) U and(b) C
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Figure 5. Pr impacts on U&T .

Figure 6. R impacts on U&T .

Figure 7. Q impacts on U&T .
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Figure 8. Ql impacts on U&T .

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Sc impacts on (a) U , T and (b) C
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Figure 10. t impacts on U&T .

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. (a)Nu&(b)Sh Variations
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Figure 12. Velocity Contour

when the heat generation coefficient (Q > 0)and the buoyancy force increase, which
actuate the steam rate to increment. Fig.8 depicts the effects of different variations
of the absorption quantity (Ql) on the velocity and temperature profiles. It is found
that an increase in radiation absorption (Ql), the temperature and velocity enlarges
the amount of heat in the liquid, which upsurges the warm and force limit layer
width. Ultimately, the liquid hotness and speed expanded with the impact of heat
generation and retention.

The effects on the concentration, hotness, and speed fields are illustrated in
Figs. 9(a) & (b). It means that as pressure Sc increases, the concentration, tem-
perature, and speed decrease. Additionally, the increase in atomic diffusivity and
the outcome in the concentration limit layer diminishes, and then the species con-
centration is reciprocal to the smaller and higher values of Sc. The time on the
liquid’s hotness and speed is shown in Fig. 10. It is seen that both the profiles rise
with the rising of time.

Fig.11(a) shows the Nusselt number variation for distinct values of Pr,R,Q and
Ql . It is obvious that the Nu rises as Pr,R,Ql grow, however, negative phenomena
are seen for different values of Q. It is interesting to note in Fig.11 (b) that the
values of the Sh increase with the increasing values of the Kr and Sc . Based on
the velocity contour shown in Fig.12 for various reaction values.

6. Conclusion

� The liquid velocity increases as Grashof, modified Grashof numbers, and
permeability increase; however, the velocity decreases as the magnetic field
spreads.

� The speed of the chemical reaction increased as it expanded, whereas the
concentration decreased.

� Radiation absorption & Prandtl numbers create a noticeable expansion in the
speed and heat.

� With an accelerated radiation and heat source, the speed and heat have a
reciprocal relationship.
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� As a result, Schmidt number, the concentration, hotness, and speed diminish.

� The resistance quantum magnifies with the rise of the magnetic field, but the
rate of heat movement is de-escalated in more radiation and reaction as well
as Schmidt number.

Table 4. Nomenclatures

a : acceleration parameter R : radiation parameter

B0 : magnetic field strength Sc : Schmidt number

C ′ : fluid species concentration Sh : Sherwood number

C ′
w : fluid concentration at the plate T ′

w : fluid temperature away from the plate

C ′
∞ : fluid concentration away from the plate T ′

∞ : fluid temperature at the plate

Cp : specific heat at constant pressure T ′ fluid temperature

Cf : skin friction coefficient t′ : time

D : molecular diffusivity u′ : fluid velocity in the x′- direction

Gc : modified Grashoff number u0 : plate velocity

Gr : Grashoff number U : fluid velocity

g : acceleration due to gravity Greek Symbols

K : porous permeability parameter β : volume expansion coefficient

Kr chemical reaction parameter β′ : thermal expansion coefficient

M : magnetic field k : fluid thermal conductivity

Nu : Nusselt number σ : fluid electrical conductivity

Pr : Prandtl number ν : kinematic viscosity

Q : heat source parameter ρ : fluid density

Ql : radiation absorption parameter µ : fluid viscosity

q : heat flux γ : angle inclination
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